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Sago mini fairy tales app

This app is only available in the App Store for iPhone and iPad. Explore the enchanted forest with Jinja's cat. Invite Jinja to play and discover a magical world filled with familiar fairy-tale characters. Laugh as you encounter gnomes, dragons and even a frog prince. Make new friends, play dress up and unearth stupid surprises. This outdoor gaming experience
is perfect for toddlers and preschoolers. Made with caution, Sago Mini Tales puts children under control. Part of the award-winning set of Sago Mini apps, this app is sure to bring smiles to your baby. Features - Use your finger to move Jinja through the forest - Jinja's guide to yellow markers to reveal amusing animations - Fly, dance and laugh with Jinja and
her friends - More than 30 fun animations to discover - Make up stories to go with the actions recommended for toddlers - No in-app purchases or third-party promotional programs so you and your child are free to discover! Sago Mini is an award-winning company dedicated to the game. We make apps and toys for preschoolers all over the world. Toys that
seed the imagination and grow a miracle. We bring thoughtful design to life. For the kids. For parents. For giggling. Friends of Sago Mini have done spring cleaning and are ready to play! (We've made some minor updates.) Harvey, Jinja, Robin and Jack would love to hear from you. Write a review to say hello! My best friend's daughters are four years old,
and I'm pampering this baby, let me tell you. That's why I paid $2.99 for the app ;) This game probably should be $0.99, so I took the star away. But I'm glad I bought this game! It's perfect for young kids because it's all about exploration. I tried the games before that involved goals and lost the child's interest pretty quickly. This is because young children are
still in detection mode. So giving them a game that is purely all about discovering genius. And she absolutely cracked when she discovered the stupid monsters that burp and fart. She likes it, so thank you. Now knock that price down so other kids can love it too! Omg! I love the love of Sago Mini Tales!!!! I mean I like all of them, but the fairy takes especially
because ❤️ fancy. This app is amazing, adorable, and funny (I love the part where the gnome burps in tea time, but the best is definitely when the monster farts in the lake  ). The overall amazing app is definitely worth 2.99 and space on your phone, iPod, etc. so I'm closing in with 5 stars and thumbs up!  ⭐ ️⭐ ️⭐ ️⭐ ️⭐ ️  Sago Mini goes from power
to power. The developer, Sago Mini, did not provide Apple with details about its privacy and data processing practices. For more information, you can about the developer's privacy policy. The developer will be able to provide privacy information when the next app update is sent. Sago Sago Toys Inc. Toca BocaSago Mini is certified by the Children's Internet
Privacy Protection Act (COPPA). RECOMMENDED IN THE U.S. TODAY THERE IS NO IN-APP PURCHASE OR THIRD-PARTY ADVERTISING. Part of the AWARD-WINNING set of Sago Mini apps, Tales allows children to explore the enchanted forest with Jinja's cat. TONS OF POSSIBILITIES FOR STORYTELLING. Invite Jinja to play and discover a
magical world filled with familiar fairy-tale characters. Laugh as you encounter gnomes, dragons and even a frog prince. Make new friends, play dress up and unearth stupid surprises. This outdoor gaming experience is perfect for toddlers and preschoolers. Made with caution, Sago Mini Tales puts children under control. Part of the award-winning set of Sago
Mini apps, this app is sure to bring smiles to your baby. Sago Mini is an award-winning company dedicated to the game. We make apps and toys for preschoolers all over the world. Toys that seed the imagination and grow a miracle. We bring thoughtful design to life. For the kids. For parents. For giggling. Children can learn a few simple things about how to
interact with the touch screen and what it can do as they practice tapping and dragging. As children observe what happens when they touch certain parts of the screen, they also explore cause and effect: When I click that it happens. They may want to follow to learn the stories behind the characters. If they make up their own stories, they will also exercise
language skills as they tell what is going on, but this is likely to only happen with the participation of parents; The app doesn't encourage it yourself. The open and attractive world of Sago Mini Tales will certainly seduce toddlers, and parents can expand learning opportunities for what is offered on screen. Explore the enchanted forest with Jinja's cat in the
Sago Mini Fairy Tales app. Invite Jinja to play and discover a magical world filled with familiar fairy-tale characters. You can meet a witch, a frog, a castle (inflatable variety) and a child of a fire-breathing dragon. Chidren fly across the sky and click on the animation, there are more than 30 to find. Young children can explore this app on their own and enjoy the
animation, but this app lends itself to enjoying, and enhanced, with the help of a parental input; Parents can question their children about what is going on. how the characters feel and what they think will happen next. Tested on the iPad He's a Knight, Knights Fight - Boy at age 4 Let's knock acorns down - Girl aged 3 lets kids use their imagination and
encourages them to learn With parental input has the ability to develop a story developing vocabulary if children are encouraged to verbalize what they see/do such wonderful animations! The kids loved it. this world and it was great to see the characters with whom they were familiar from the classic fairy tales and children's rhymes included included
Watching Humpty Dumpty fall off its walls was particularly popular with one child we watched! It's so important to encourage the curiosity of preschoolers, and this app is great at helping them do that by learning the fun possibilities of the app through trial and error. They soon learned about the importance of the yellow form (which indicates an interactive
function). There were so many sweet features to discover from the simple joy of toads that make noise in the dressing up box at the top of the waterfall and of course the bouncy castle and bean slide stalk. There are actually over 30 animations included. Children can get even more from the app with a parent or other guardian sitting next to each other. It is
important for parents to allow their child the freedom to explore this app at their own pace and in their own way, but it has even more opportunities to develop imagination and communication if you can encourage children to verbalize what they see. This is a great way to help your preschooler take his first steps towards storytelling. While an app that
encourages free play and trial and error is fabulous some kids find it hard to deal with something so open without a bit more structure. A few extra features to add purpose and a bit of structure while keeping the application open can broaden the appeal and add to its potential for developing skills, especially in older children. We see that this has the perfect
potential to create beginner stories! Counters!
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